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INTRODUCTION
The Madison Youth Arts Center (MYARTS) is a multi-million dollar facility currently under
construction in Madison, Wisconsin with an anticipated completion date of fall 2021. This center
will help a widespread need for arts organizations in Madison and the surrounding Dane County
area to have equitable, accessible space to hold arts programming, increase programming
capabilities, and thus reach, engage, and expose more of Madison’s youth to the arts. 

MYARTS Center leadership envisions the space to be accessible and equitable for all of Madison's
youth, intending to reach over 25,000 youth annually by 2025 (Welcoming All, 2019). Before youth
can experience the benefits of engaging in the arts - such as peer support, belonging to a
community, increased confidence, and positive self-esteem - it is essential for the MYARTS Center
to address the socio-economic needs of youth and to mitigate disparities and barriers to access
that affect underrepresented youth populations. 

Barriers to accessing the MYARTS Center were identified in Community Listening Sessions during
the fall of 2019. Potential barriers reported by community members included food security, safety,
income, and transportation. This assessment will provide a supplementary overview of youth
needs in the community in hopes that it informs MYARTS Center leadership to make evidence-
based decisions to promote youth development. Primary sources include community health needs
assessments, the Dane County Race to Equity report, youth assessments, and youth behavioral
risk surveys. 

Overall, there is a great need in Madison and the surrounding areas of Dane County to create
environments, opportunities, and resources that are healthy, safe, and supportive for
underprivileged youth, particularly for youth with disabilities, LGBTQ+ youth, and youth of color.
Though Dane County is often perceived as progressive and inclusive, the state of Wisconsin in
reality has some of the worst racial and health disparities in the nation. 

Public health as a field calls for interdisciplinary collaboration across sectors to improve the
physical, mental and social well-being of populations. The arts are no exception to this call and
represent powerful, community-centered channels to promote health equity and well-being,
especially among youth. The Madison Youth Arts Center has the opportunity to support youth and
create healthy, safe, and inclusive environments. By addressing food security, safety, income, and
transportation barriers, leadership can provide equitable access for all youth in addition to
providing arts environments that facilitate well-being through creativity and self-expression. By
addressing these access barriers, the MYARTS Center can be a much-needed resource and
opportunity-rich place for Dane County youth to explore, grow, connect, learn, and
build resiliency through the arts. 
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ADVERSE CHILDHOOD
EXPERIENCES & RESILIENCY
BACKGROUND

Adverse Childhood Experiences (ACEs) are
defined as exposures to violence, abuse,
neglect, or trauma that occur in childhood
(CDC, 2020a). For youth who have been
exposed to ACEs, their bodies are often in a
constant state of stress. Here, 'toxic stress'
can alter brain and body development from
high and sustained cortisol levels, can
negatively alter learning capabilities,
decision-making, and critical thinking skills,
as well as cause a likely increase in risky
behaviors like teen pregnancy and substance
abuse (Faap, 2014).  In addition, the more
ACEs a child is exposed to, the more likely
they are to develop chronic conditions such
as depression, heart disease, asthma, or
diabetes later in life (CDC, 2020a).
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WE SHOULD
APPROACH THE
CONCEPT OF BUILDING
RESILIENCE IN YOUTH
THROUGH SHAPING
EXTERNAL FACTORS
LIKE RESOURCES,
ENVIRONMENTS, AND
COMMUNITIES.

The health consequences of exposure to ACEs can be preventable and mitigated by building
resilience. What is resilience? Although there is no current universal definition, resilience can be
described as a person's "capacity to rise above difficult circumstances [and] ability to recover from
setbacks" (Faap, 2014). Resiliency can be thought of like buoyancy - despite the waves (or life
stressors) that push us underwater, we still rise to the surface (Faap, 2014). Resiliency is often
mistakenly defined as a static, individual trait, as in 'you have it or you don't'. But rather, resilience
should be thought of as a process rather than an individual trait (Fergus & Zimmerman, 2005). If
we consider resilience to be a personality trait, then it puts unjust blame on the youth who have
been exposed or are experiencing ACEs if they fail or struggle to overcome adversity (Fergus &
Zimmerman, 2005). Instead, we should approach the concept of building resilience through
shaping external factors like resources, environments, and communities. 

Because of the varying levels of exposure to ACEs – such as living in poverty, moving frequently,
food insecurity, witnessing or experiencing violence, or ongoing generational trauma like systemic
racism – there is a need for a multi-layered comprehensive approach to building resiliency to
mitigate the effects of ACEs as much as possible (CDC, 2020a). The CDC calls upon other sectors
in addition to public health agencies – such as schools, housing, social services, faith-based
organizations, youth organizations, and non-profits – to coordinate prevention strategies that have
population-level impacts to address ACEs. In particular, impacts that have a heightened focus on
early childhood education, social-emotional learning skills, and connecting youth to other adults
and activities in the community (CDC, 2020a).



BUILDING RESILIENCY THROUGH THE ARTS

The arts provide a unique environment that
target almost all of Adverse Childhood
Experiences impact strategies and can be a
useful resource for health promotion among
youth. Participating in arts-based
programming encompasses social-
emotional learning for youth of all ages and
provides environments for youth to engage
with their peers and other adults safely.
Engaging in the arts facilitates important
resiliency skills like self-agency and problem
solving by giving youth the power of
creativity and control. The arts can facilitate
important developmental skills like problem
solving and critical thinking, as well as instill
a higher sense of self, purpose, and meaning
that result in better academic performance,
preparation for future employment, and
reduction in the exposure of violence and
substance abuse. In school or community
settings, arts-based programming can build
resiliency in youth for better health,
developmental, social, and societal
outcomes.

RESILIENCY CAN BE
BUILT THROUGH:

PROBLEM SOLVING 

CRITICAL THINKING

PEER SUPPORT

SELF-EXPRESSION

CONFIDENCE

TRUSTING
RELATIONSHIPS

Urban Improv
Boston, MA

EXAMPLES

Theatre can be a powerful resiliency tool because it can evoke both self-expression skills and peer
support. Theatre environments allow the participant the power to facilitate their own discoveries
and transformation. Urban Improv, a program originating in Boston is an example of such. Urban
Improv facilitate workshops primarily in schools, where actors present many different scenarios
that students face on a daily basis - such as violence, anger, and family issues - and allow
participants to 'freeze' a scene and try different approaches to tackling the issue at hand (Kolk,
2015). This environment allows students to objectively observe scenarios that have happened to
themselves or their peers and better understand the consequences and results of how we interact
with others. Results from these improv workshops affected the school environment positively from
"fewer fights and angry outbursts, more cooperation and self-assertion with peers, and more
attentiveness and engagement in the classroom" (Kolk, 2015, pp.340). 

Results from these improv workshops affected
the school environment positively from "fewer
fights and angry outbursts, more cooperation
and self-assertion with peers, and more
attentiveness and engagement in the classroom." 3

https://rehearsalforlife.org/urban-improv/


VOICES
Los Angeles County, CA

Building resilience through arts-based programming can be a key factor of success. For young
people who were formerly incarcerated, stressors like poverty, violence, and discrimination
negatively affect their health as well as increase the likelihood of poor academic, social, and
emotional development from being previously incarcerated (Lea, 2019). In alternative school
settings, incorporating social-emotional learning - skills like managing emotions, solving
problems, and engaging in positive peer and adult relationships - is associated with resiliency
(Lea, 2019). Incorporating these social-emotional strategies enables students to foster self-
agency and construct counter narratives. Formerly incarcerated students in Los Angeles County
participated in an arts program called VOICES (pseudonym), where students learned about the
structure of poetry, how to construct their own poems, and then recorded and performed their
poems to music (Lea, 2019). Using poetry, students were able to "instill a self of self-confidence
and empowerment by [learning] to think outside of their current predicament and [were] inspired
to make positive choices" (Lea, 2019, pp. 339). Additionally, interacting and collaborating with
their peers (some from rival gangs) fostered empathy, respect, and ultimately transformed the
school environment into one of belonging (Lea, 2019).  

Using poetry, students instilled a sense of self-
confidence and empowerment by learning to
think outside of their current predicament and
were inspired to make positive choices.

Artists Collective
Hartford, Connecticut

The arts can target resiliency outside of the classroom as well. Based in Hartford, Connecticut the
Artists Collective is a community arts center in an inner-city neighborhood (Rhodes, 2012). Here,
the community center connects inner-city youth to a safe space to engage with other peers,
adults, and to reduce exposure to the violence, drug use, and gangs associated with the area
(Rhodes, 2012). Through a variety of dance and music classes, a youth jazz orchestra, summer
camps, and youth employment programs, the Artists Collective uses arts-based activities as a
means to foster resilience in youth through positive social skills and self-esteem (Rhodes, 2012).
The Artists Collective has become a protective factor for youth exposed to Adverse Childhood
Experiences, where students who participate in the arts programs have improved school
performance and have benefited from a community space that supports and encourages an anti-
drug environment and employment preparation (Rhodes, 2012).  

The Artists Collective has become a protective
factor for youth exposed to ACEs, using the arts
as a means to foster resilience through positive
social skills and self-esteem.  

EXAMPLES
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YOUTH-CENTERED
CREATIVE PLACEMAKING 

Cultural
Social

Clinical
Biomedical

Structural

a culture
for health social

determinants
of health lifestyle

related
diseases antibiotics,

early vaccines
clean water,

sewage

Figure 1. A culture for health as the fifth wave of
public health improvement (Davies et al., 2014)

The 'four waves of public health'
framework aims to illustrate the
evolution of public health improvements
for disease control, increased health,
and longevity (Davies et al., 2014). The
first 'structural' wave (approximately
from the 1830-1900s) focused primarily
on sanitation efforts to improve health,
the second 'biomedical' wave (1890-
1950) focused on how scientific
breakthroughs like antibiotics and
vaccines improved health, the third
'clinical' wave (1940-1980) focused on
identifying risk factors for chronic

diseases and prevention efforts, and the fourth 'social' wave (1960-present) brought the
emergence of the social determinants of health and how our built environments, social
environments, education level, income, and access to healthcare affect our health (Davies et al.,
2014). Now, a fifth 'cultural' wave of public health is needed to shift from individual health
mindsets (individual behaviors, individual lifestyle choices, individual circumstances) to promote
health and well-being through community culture, where health is supported through institutional,
social, and physical environments (Davies et al., 2014). There is a need for integrated health
initiatives that connect through all sectors to improve health on a community level (Davies et al.,
2014). Here, arts and culture too have the opportunity and responsibility to come to the forefront
of public health innovation, where the arts can contribute to healthy communities through creative
placemaking, social cohesion, community identity, and resiliency.

CREATIVE PLACEMAKING
Creative placemaking is when arts and culture are intentionally integrated into community
planning and development (Hand et al., 2018). In addition to arts spaces, creative placemaking
can intersect housing, transportation, education, and public safety sectors (Hand et al., 2018). Arts
and culture contribute to the health of communities, where creative placemaking can impact
stigma, trauma, community-level stress, mental health disorders, substance use disorders, and
cultural identity (Hand et al., 2018). Essential to creative placemaking is human-centered design,
where community members can provide locally-informed insight, expertise, and lived experiences
to shape their environment through the arts. In particular, arts and culture are unique in that they
can provide community-based solutions to public health challenges that affect marginalized
communities (Hand et al., 2018). Specifically, arts and culture can increase racial and social
equity, create more welcoming and inclusive spaces, support and elevate community narratives,
and improve our community spaces for learning, connection, and play (University of Florida et al.,
2020). 

FIFTH WAVE OF PUBLIC HEALTH
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Health 
Behaviors 

(30%)

Social &
Economic

Factors (40%)

Physical
Environment

(10%)

Health 
Outcomes

Health
Factors

Policies &
Programs

Length of Life (50%)

Quality of Life (50%)

Clinical 
Care 
(20%)

Family & 
Social Support

Tobacco Use

Diet & Exercise

Alcohol & Drug Use

Sexual Activity

Access to Care

Quality of Care

Education

Employment

Income

Community Safety

Air & Water Quality

Housing & Transit

COUNTY HEALTH RANKINGS MODEL
& THE SOCIAL DETERMINANTS OF HEALTH 

The County Health Rankings Model below was developed by the University of Wisconsin's
Population Health Institute (University of Wisconsin Population Health Institute, 2014). The goal of
the model is to show the many different factors that affect individual and community health,
ranging from education, access to care, social influences, and built environments. In particular,
social and economic factors make up 40% of our health factors that affect our length and quality
of life. For arts organizations like the Madison Youth Arts Center, there is an opportunity to
support and improve the health of communities through education, employment, income, family
and social support, and community safety initiatives via arts engagement and programming.

Figure 2. The County Health Rankings model (University of Wisconsin-Madison Population Health Institute, 2014) 

The Social Determinants of Health are defined as "the conditions in the environments where
people are born, live, learn, work, play, worship, and age that affect a wide range of health,
functioning, and quality-of-life outcomes and risks" (U.S. Department of Health and Human
Services, 2021). As seen in Figure 3 on page 7, it is essential for public health practices and
initiatives to be addressed upstream where our social, institutional, and built environment outside
of clinical settings greatly affect both individual and community health. 
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Developmental
Domains

social
emotional
behavioral

moral

physical
cognitive

educational
structural

Healthy
Development

Risk

Assets

Community

Culture

School

Family

Individual

Protection

"Protecting" Pathway

"Promoting" Pathway

Figure 4. Integrative model of pathways 
toward healthy development (Kia-Keating et al., 2010)

Resilience is a person's “capacity to rise above difficult circumstances [and] ability to recover from
setbacks", and resilience can be built through shaping external factors like resources,
environments, and communities (Faap, 2014).  

RESILIENCE FRAMEWORK

THERE IS A CALL TO ACTION FOR CROSS-
SECTOR COLLABORATIONS TO PROMOTE
YOUTH HEALTH THROUGH HEALTHY
ENVIRONMENTS.

Figure 4 above is an integrative conceptual resiliency model for healthy youth development. Here,
this model demonstrates the interconnectedness between environments (such as family, school,
community, and culture), youth assets, and protective factors that mitigate risk (Kia-Keating et al.,
2010). Environments (family, school, community, and culture) influence both assets and risks, as
well as risk factors can still lead to healthy development through protective buffers. Ultimately, no
matter what assets or risks youth have, both 'promoting' pathways and 'protecting' pathways
towards healthy youth development are influenced strongly by environments (Kia-Keating et al.,
2010). 

What is key about this integrative model is that it is a call to action for cross-sector collaborations
to promote youth health (Kia-Keating et al., 2010). For example, how can schools, families, youth,
and community spaces work together to cultivate healthy environments for youth? Instead of
burdening youth with the responsibility to be resilient (with resiliency to be something that is
achieved), resilience should be approached in a socioecological context in that we create
opportunities and resources for youth through their environments (Kia-Keating et al., 2010).
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Youth-Initiated, Shared Decisions with Adults

Youth-Initiated and Directed

Adult-Initiated, Shared Decisions with Adults

Consulted and Informed

Assigned but Informed

Tokenism

Decoration

Manipulation

N
on-Participation

Degrees of Participation

Figure 5. Children's Participation from
Tokenism to Citizenship (Hart, 1992).

A key component of public health interventions is engaging key stakeholders to inform best
practices. Connecting with community members and utilizing their expertise and lived
experiences lead to better, more impactful health initiatives. In particular, research shows that
community-based approaches contribute positively to both individual and group health. In
addition, the act of community members contributing and collaborating for solutions is also
beneficial to their health (Ballard & Syme, 2015).  

However, while many community entities contribute to youth health and serve youth directly,
youth are often not targeted or even thought of as key stakeholders. There is often a toxic
perception of youth that can be best described as the 'developmental mismatch' between the
desire for youth to be empowered, independent, and engage in leadership opportunities while
simultaneously undermining their agency and expertise because of their age (Ballard & Syme,
2015)

Adolescence is a key developmental period that affects lifelong health. Identity formation is
particularly important as youth both define their individualism and their place in their communities
(Ballard & Syme, 2015). Allowing youth to contribute to their communities in empowering,
engaging, and meaningful ways can both improve their mental and physical health, as well as
improve the surrounding community as a whole (Ballard & Syme, 2015). In particular, giving youth
civic engagement opportunities through care-giving and change-making roles create positive
experiences - such as positive peers and adults relationships and feeling that one matters - that
contribute to positive youth development (Ballard & Syme, 2015).

To better shape and improve healthy environments for positive youth development, there needs to
be the acknowledgment and recognition that youth are fully capable and knowledgeable to
inform, shape, and change the conditions in which they live, work, and play (Ozer et al., 2020). In
recognizing that youth have the expertise and understanding of key issues that affect their health,
development, and well-being, utilizing youth in shared decision making with adults will better
inform policies and programs intended to benefit them (Ozer et al., 2020).
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The foundation of Inner-City Arts is the belief that the arts and creative learning are essential in the
development of young people, and that the arts can improve both individual and societal health
(Inner City Arts, 2021). Inner-City Arts acts as a bridge between the studio and the classroom,
giving youth opportunities to have high-quality access to arts education, which in turn improves
their self-efficacy, academics, and communication skills. Inner-City Arts is particularly aware of
how students from low-income households and students of color historically receive less quantity
and quality arts exposure. Thus, Inner-City Arts serves youth of all socio-economic backgrounds,
where 89% of students are socioeconomically disadvantaged, and 99.6% of students attend
programming free of cost. 

Inner-City Arts
Los Angeles, CA

Arts Corps
Seattle, WA

PROGRAMS
Arts instruction for K-8 students during the day
Summer programming for middle school youth
After school/weekend workshops for middle
and high school youth 
College and career exploration program
Professional development institute 

YOUTH
6,500 youth/year
89% socioeconomically disadvantaged 
99.6% attend for free
37% are English language learners 
97% of youth say "I am able to express
who I am through the arts"

Arts Corps' mission is to eliminate barriers to accessing arts education so all young people can
creatively lead the transformation of schools, neighborhoods, and their communities (Arts Corps -
Make Art Anyway, 2000). In particular, arts programming focus on fostering creative and critical
thinking skills, a sense of belonging, connection, and mindsets for greater learning for positive
youth outcomes through a racial and social justice lens.

PROGRAMS
Creative Schools Initiative
Out of School Arts
Teen Leadership

Arts Liberation & Leadership Institute
Learning Immersive Technology
The Residency (mentorship and networking
opportunities to become cultural change-
makers in their communities)

YOUTH
3,300 youth/year 
72% low-income students
84% youth of color 
Arts Corps students are more engaged
in school and test higher in reading 
and math skills 

The arts are essential in the development of
young people and can improve both individual
and societal health.

The arts focus on positive youth outcomes
through a racial and social justice lens. 

EXAMPLES
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https://inner-cityarts.org/
https://artscorps.org/


Re:Frame Youth Arts Center is at the forefront of innovation and youth-centered frameworks
(Re:Frame Youth Arts Center, 2021). Re:Frame Youth Arts Center aims to end adultism and the
systematic mistreatment and disrespect of young people. Through arts and culture, health and
wellness, mobilization and activism, and enterprise and education efforts, Re:Frame serves as a
youth arts and liberation center where youth can explore their powers, rights, and identities. 

Re:Frame Youth Arts Center
Phoenix, AZ

Arts & Culture 
Centering youth as knowledge producers to
shift culture and build relationships within their
community through the arts

Health & Wellness
Community Mobilization & Activism

Igniting social and political change through art 
Enterprise & Education

PROGRAMS

"Programming at RYSE is anchored in the belief that young people have the lived knowledge and
experience to identify, prioritize, and direct the activities and services necessary to thrive" (RYSE
Center, 2021). At the RYSE Center, local youth are given the tools and resources they need to
address the emotional, mental, physical, and political issues that affect their health and well-
being. In particular, RYSE is cognizant of the toxic narrative that youth are deficits, not assets, to
their larger community. At RYSE, youth and adults work together in respectful, authentic, and
equitable partnerships. At RYSE, engaging meaningfully with youth is prioritized to keep
programming and strategies relatable and useful for youth. 

RYSE Center
Richmond, CA

PROGRAMS
Education & Justice Program

Case management support
College access
Youth Policy Institute

Community Health Program
Counseling
Fitness, Food

Youth Organizing
Media, Arts & Culture Program

Youth story, youth narratives

YOUTH
2,400 youth/year
Free programming
98% of youth report feeling they feel safer at
RYSE than anywhere else
91% of youth say that RYSE helped them with
their emotions and feelings
90% of RYSE youth report that RYSE helped
them better understand LGBTQ issues
93% feel better connected to their community
94% tried new things at RYSE

Young people have the lived knowledge and
experience to identify, prioritize, and direct the
activities and services necessary to thrive.

Re:Frame is an arts
and liberation
center for youth to
explore their
powers, rights,
and identities.  

EXAMPLES
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https://www.reframephx.org/
https://rysecenter.org/


Youth Leadership Institute
San Francisco, CA
"Youth philanthropy is a powerful challenge to traditional philanthropy, which, in many ways,
perpetuates the systems of power and privilege that it claims to address...by putting the decision-
making power in the hands of young people - particularly low-income youth of color - youth
philanthropy redistributes decision-making power to those most impacted" (Youth Leadership
Institute, 2021). Within the Youth Leadership Institute, BLING (Building Leaders in Innovative New
Giving) acknowledges that young people are experts in their communities and are effective
change-makers for projects that will impact youth. Here, youth decide what grant and award
funding is best suited for youth in their community. 

YOUTH
123 youth-led policy changes in the state of California 

91% of youth spoke publicly about an issue they cared about 
92% of youth believe they can make a difference

(healthcare,  transportation, housing)

11

The DREAM Project (Dancers Realize Excellence Through Arts and Movement) within the National
Dance Institute Center for Learning & the Arts is an inclusive dance program that provides children
with disabilities (deaf, hard of hearing, blind, low vision, intellectual, emotional, and physical) the
opportunity to perform alongside their neurotypical peers (National Dance Institute, 2020). Instead
of having a separate special needs dance class, putting youth with differing cognitive and physical
abilities maximizes participation, partnership, teamwork, creativity, empathy, and discovery
between instructors, participants, and audiences. The DREAM Project highlights the unique
abilities and skills that every youth brings to the studio, as well as builds positive peer
relationships while simultaneously destigmatizing disabilities. DREAM serves youth ages 8-14 and
is free for all participants.

National Dance Institute
New York, NY

WATCH HERE:

Youth are community experts and change-
makers for projects that will impact youth. 

The DREAM Project builds positive peer
relationships while simultaneously
destigmatizing disabilities.

EXAMPLES
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https://yli.org/
https://nationaldance.org/dancers-with-disabilities/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c7hjgYPDHF8&feature=emb_title


CASE STUDY:  MADISON
YOUTH ARTS CENTER 

OVERVIEW

Figure 6. Madison Youth Arts Center (eppstein uhen architects, 2021)

The Madison Youth Arts Center
(MYARTS Center) is a new, multi-
million dollar facility currently
under construction in Madison,
Wisconsin with an anticipated
completion and opening date of
fall 2021. This community space
will help a wide -spread need for
local arts organizations and
artists in Madison to have
equitable, accessible spaces to
hold arts programming, increase
programming capabilities, and
thus reach more of Madison’s
youth. 

$35 million dollar
development

65,000 sq. feet 

Centralized hub for 
arts organizations 

Focused on the
performative arts
(music, theater,
and dance)

15 studios
300 seat theater

Shared office spaces
for community and
anchor partners 

ABOUT THE SPACE

Community spaces
on each floor

Visual art gallery 
space
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Between September and December 2019, interviews were led by the MYARTS Center Board of
Directors and The People Company LLC. The following community organizations and
individuals were surveyed:

Community Member
Community Member
One City Schools
Centro Hispano
Mt. Zion Baptist Church
Urban League of Greater Madison
The Hmong Institute

Open-ended questions regarding the MYARTS Center were asked during the interviews
including:

Lighthouse Christian School
Boys and Girls Club of Dane County
Omega School, Drum Power, and Unidos
The Progress Center for Black Women 
The Odyssey Project
Kennedy Heights Community Center
Goodman Community Center

TOP 3 PRIORITIES: 

WELCOMING
ATMOSPHERE

DIVERSE BOARD
AND STAFF

YOUTH & PARENT
ENGAGEMENT AND
INVOLVEMENT

A qualitative data analysis of the adult
focus groups was conducted through NVivo
software to identify major themes and
priorities to aid the MYARTS Center board
before the space opens in fall 2021.
Transcripts of the adult focus groups were
uploaded into NVivo, where highlighted
words, phrases, or sentences could be
highlighted and coded into specific
categories such as access barriers,
environment and culture, organizational
framework, physical space, and
programming. The top 3 major themes and
priorities found through the analysis were a
need for a welcoming atmosphere, diverse
and culturally competent board and staff,
and youth and parent engagement and
involvement within the arts center.  

ADULT FOCUS GROUPS:
OVERVIEW

What excites you
about the

MYARTS Center?

How can diverse
community members to
take advantage of this

space?

Do you perceive any
barriers to accessing
the MYARTS Center?

What other resources
would you like to see
made available at the

MYARTS Center?

How do you see yourself or
youth you know engaging
with the MYARTS Center? 

Do you currently
participate in arts

programming? 

What other community arts
groups would you like to see

partner with the MYARTS Center? 

What other youth arts related
activities would you like to see

represented at the MYARTS Center?
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ADULT FOCUS GROUPS:
MAJOR THEMES & PRIORITIES

Welcoming Atmosphere 
Emphasis on feel ing respected,  valued,  welcomed,
included,  represented,  celebrated,  and supported
from al l  backgrounds 

Youth, Parent Engagement 

Diverse Board 
& Staff

Emphasis on youth
empowerment ,  youth
resources,  and giv ing
parents opportunit ies 
to understand the
benefits of
part ic ipat ing in the arts

Emphasis on hir ing
diverse,  cultural ly
competent staff  to interact
with a var iety
of cultural ,  ethnic ,  socio-
economic,  educational ,  
and societal  backgrounds

BE ABLE TO HANDLE KIDS WITH TRAUMA; KIDS ARE

DEALING WITH DEPORTATION, POVERTY, HOMELESSNESS,
PHYSICAL, MENTAL AND EMOTIONAL ABUSE, AND OTHER

TRAUMA. SOMEONE NEEDS TO BE ABLE TO DEAL WITH THE
STUDENTS AT THEIR POINT OF NEED AND THEN TEACH

THEM ABOUT THE ARTS. BE ABLE TO BE MORE PATIENT

AND LOVING TO ALL KIDS. SOME KIDS MAY NEED MORE
FOCUS ON LOVING AND GAINING TRUST. 

- LIGHTHOUSE CHRISTIAN SCHOOL 

PEOPLE MANAGING THE DAY-
TO-DAY OUTREACH ALSO

NEED TO REFLECT THE
COMMUNITY; AND THERE

NEEDS TO BE STAFF OR
VOLUNTEERS WHO DO

OUTREACH TO UNDERSERVED
COMMUNITIES. - PROGRESS
CENTER FOR BLACK WOMEN

Youth, Parent Engagement

HAVE QUALITY PROGRAMMING
AND HAVING KIDS AT THE CENTER
OF THE WORK AND AT THE HEART

OF THE PEOPLE WHO WORK AT
THE MYARTS CENTER

- THE HMONG INSTITUTE 
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NEXT STEPS

Based on the qualitative data analysis through NVivo of the adult focus groups, cultivating a
welcoming environment, having a diverse and culturally competent staff and board, and
involving and engaging youth and parents are the main themes and priorities.

All three of these themes are interconnected and support the other. For example, by hiring a
diverse and culturally competent staff, youth and parents who enter the MYARTS Center will
feel welcomed, represented, and supported. By involving youth and parents for input, feedback,
and decision making, the youth and parents in turn will feel like the MYARTS Center is a space
for them to continue to come back to.

All of the input, feedback, and comments from all of the interviews were insightful, helpful, and
valuable. MYARTS Center leadership needs to commit to cultivating a welcoming environment,
having a diverse and culturally competent staff and board, and involving and engaging youth
and parents as an important foundation for the future of this facility.

IDENTIFY & ADDRESS ACCESS
BARRIERS AND ENGAGE YOUTH
AS KEY STAKEHOLDERS

IDENTIFY ACCESS
BARRIERS TO
ADDRESS
INCLUSION &
EQUITY

DIVERSE
BOARD &

STAFF
WELCOMING

ATMOSPHERE

YOUTH &
PARENT

ENGAGEMENT
INCORPORATE
YOUTH VOICE

For youth to fully participate in the MYARTS Center and cultivate self-expression, empowerment,
empathy, and resiliency skills through the arts, access barriers such as food security, safety,
income, and transportation need to be addressed. Additionally, youth are key stakeholders in this
community space. Youth input, ideas, and concerns are vital to the success and sustainability of
the organization. By merging public health and the arts along with meaningful youth input, the
MYARTS Center becomes more than a performance space, but rather, a center for youth to build
resiliency through artistic expression and community support.

ADULT FOCUS GROUPS:
MAJOR THEMES & PRIORITIES
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DANE COUNTY, WISCONSIN:
YOUTH COMMUNITY NEEDS

Dane County youth need safe,
opportunity-rich environments 
that support equitable opportunities 
for well-being.

Dane County, WI Youth:

youth (<18)
(US Census Bureau, 2021)140,500

17.5% are food insecure
(Healthy Dane, 2019)

82.3%
of Dane County high school students
not receiving mental health services
(Dane County Youth Assessment, 2018)

2.7% have a cognitive or physical disability 
(WI Department of Transportation, 2019)

300 estimated homeless youth each night
(Briarpatch Youth Services, 2017)

22.7%
of Dane County high school students
who report having at least one ACE
(Dane County Youth Assessment, 2018)

Dane County, Wisconsin has some of the worst racial and health disparities in the nation
(Wisconsin Council on Children and Families, 2016). Particularly for underprivileged youth, youth
of color, LGBTQ+ youth, and youth with disabilities, there is a great need in Madison and the
surrounding Dane County area to create environments, opportunities, and resources that are
healthy, safe, and supportive for positive youth development. 

Community spaces like the MYARTS Center have the opportunity to support youth 
well-being and development through the arts. Through youth-centered design, resilience
frameworks, and youth leadership opportunities, and addressing key access barriers such as
food security, mental health and safety, physical safety, income, and transportation, the MYARTS
Center can become a space that promotes youth health on a community level. 
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Adults (18-
64)

60.1%

Youth (5-
17)

20.2%

Adults (65+) 
14.2%

Youth
(<5)
5.5%

Dane County, WI by Race

White Hispanic (4.89%)

Black Hispanic (0.18%)

Asian Hispanic (0.08%)

Multiracial 
Hispanic (0.62%)

Other Hispanic (0.65%)

Dane County is the second-largest
county in the state of Wisconsin
and is home to Madison, the state
capital. As of 2019, the total
population of Dane County is
546,695 (US Census Bureau, 2021).
The state capital of Madison alone
has grown by more than 50,000
residents over the past 20 years
(City of Madison, 2017). It is
expected to grow an additional 30%
by the year 2035 (City of Madison,
2017).Cities & Towns in Dane County, WI

Dane County, WI by Age

American Indian
/Alaska Native (0.44%)

Native Hawaiian/Other
Pacific Islander (0.03%)

Multiracial (2.92%)

Other (0.15%)

Belleville
Black Earth
Blue Mounds
Cambridge
Cottage Grove
Cross Plains
Dane
Deerfield
DeForest
Edgerton 
Fitchburg
Madison

Youth make up over 25% of the
population in Dane County. 5.5%
(approximately 30,068) of Dane
County youth are under the age
of 5. 20.2% (approximately
110,432) of Dane County youth
are 5-17 years old (US Census
Bureau, 2021).

White (Non-Hispanic) residents
make up 79.1% of the population in
Dane County. Latinx or Hispanic
residents make up 6.4% of the Dane
County population, Asian (Non-
Hispanic) residents 5.8%, and Black
(Non-Hispanic) residents 5.1%
(Data USA, 2021).

Marshall
Mazomanie
McFarland
Middleton
Monona
Oregon
Mt. Horeb
Rockdale
Stoughton
Sun Prairie
Verona
Waunakee
Windsor

DANE COUNTY, WISCONSIN:
DEMOGRAPHICS OVERVIEW

White
79.1%

Latinx/Hispanic
6.4%

Asian
5.8%

Black
5.1%

Other
3.5%
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City of Madison: Areas of low-income with food
access greater than 0.5 miles away (Public Health

Madison and Dane County, 2016a)

City of Madison: Areas of low-income with food
access greater than 1.0 miles away (Public Health

Madison and Dane County, 2016a)

Across the nation, the state of Wisconsin, and in Dane County, households of color and
households with at least one person living with a disability disproportionately suffer from food
insecurity. Nutritional deficits from food insecurity can lead to malnutrition. In addition, youth
who are food insecure are at a higher risk for obesity, diabetes, and other chronic illnesses
(Healthy Dane, 2019).  Food insecurity is connected to physical, cognitive, and psychological
stressors that have both short and long-term consequences. Youth who are food insecure are
more likely to do poorly in school, be suspended from school, and have more difficulty forming
relationships with others (Healthy Dane, 2019).

0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30% 35%

Black Households

Latinx/Hispanic Households

White Households

All Households 14.4%
11.6%

10.9%
8.7%

23.8%
34.5%

25.5%
34.6%

US Wisconsin

Food Insecurity in the US and Wisconsin by Race
(Public Health Madison and Dane County, 2016) 

WHY IT MATTERS

11.8% 17.5% 34%
of people

experience food
insecurity in Dane
County (Healthy

Dane, 2019)

of youth
experience food

insecurity in Dane
County (Healthy

Dane, 2019)

of students in Dane County
are eligible for free or
reduced priced meals

(Public Health Madison
and Dane County, 2016)

55%
of students in Madison
are eligible for free or
reduced priced meals

(Public Health Madison
and Dane County, 2016) 

ACCESS BARRIERS:
FOOD SECURITY
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2012 2015 2018

75% 

50% 

25% 

0% 

Feeling Anxious Often/Always
(% of group by year)

LGBTQ+ Students All HS Students

52.2%
61.7% 63.0%

25.7%
31.2% 35.6%

In the 2018 Dane County Youth Assessment,
youth are asked questions from the
Generalized Anxiety Disorder scale. As a
whole, LGBTQ+ students are more likely to
report chronic feelings of anxiety (Dane
County Youth Assessment, 2018) 

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70%

Suicide Ideation

Depression

Anxiety 69.5%
28.8%

61.9%
15.1%

46.1%
13.2%

Low-income Students Affluent Students

Mental Health Rates by Income

62.6% 69.3%
of high school youth in Dane

County who report feeling
anxious are not receiving mental

health services (Dane County
Youth Assessment, 2018) 

83.2%
of high school youth in Dane
County report they are not

receiving mental health
services (Dane County Youth

Assessment, 2018)

Youth struggling with mental health continues to increase. LGBTQ+ students, students of color,
students from low-income households, and students with disabilities suffer disproportionately
from poor mental health compared to their peers (Dane County Youth Assessment, 2018). The
stigma surrounding mental health and lack of resources contribute to youth not getting the help
they need. People who struggle with mental illness are more likely to have chronic diseases such
as heart disease or diabetes (Healthy Dane, 2019).

WHY IT MATTERS

2000 2005 2009 2012 2015 2018

25% 

20% 

15% 

10% 

5% 

0% 

Suicide Ideation
(% of All HS Students)

of high school youth in Dane
County who report feeling

depressed are not receiving
mental health services (Dane

County Youth Assessment, 2018)

Dane county students who come from low-
income households disproportionately
report higher rates of anxiety, depression,
and suicide ideation as compared to their
more affluent peers (Dane County Youth
Assessment, 2018). 

Overall, suicide ideation among Dane
County high school students has increased
dramatically. 20.7% of all 7th - 12th grade
youth in Dane County report having suicidal
thoughts (Dane County Youth Assessment,
2018) 

ACCESS BARRIERS:
MENTAL HEALTH & SAFETY
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Cognitive
68.7%

Self-Care
18.1%

Ambulatory
8.3%

Vision
3%

Hearing
2%

YOUTH WITH DISABILITIESDane County Youth Population with a Disability
(WI Department of Transportation, 2019) 

ACES HOMELESS YOUTH

HUMAN TRAFFICKING JUVENILE JUSTICE SYSTEM

WHY IT MATTERS
Adverse Childhood Experiences (ACEs) are defined as exposure to violence, abuse, neglect, or
trauma that occur in childhood. ACEs can affect how a child manages stress, increase risky
behavior, and negatively impact learning capabilities (CDC-Kaiser ACE Study, 2020). The more
ACEs a child is exposed to the more likely they are to not finish school, become homeless,
become pregnant as a teenager, misuse substances or develop chronic conditions such as
depression, heart disease, cancer, or diabetes later in life compared to those who have no or
low ACE scores (CDC-Kaiser ACE Study, 2020).

22.7%
of Dane County high school students report
experiencing at least one Adverse Childhood
Experience including:

Parents who abuse alcohol or drugs
A parent has been in jail
Parents who physically fight
A parent with a mental health problem
(Dane County Youth Assessment, 2018) 

300

1 IN 3

75%

estimated homeless youth in
Dane County every night

homeless youth will be
approached for sex in exchange
for food, shelter, and drugs 

of these youth will drop out
of school, or have already 

100% of counties in
Wisconsin reporting
human trafficking. (WI
Council on Children
and Families, 2020)

12.0%
of low-income Dane County
youth report sex trafficking
involvement (Dane County
Youth Assessment, 2018). 

7.4

57%

the times more likely Dane
County Black youth will be
arrested compared to White
youth (Elbow, 2020)

of Dane County school
suspensions involved Black
students, even though they
account for 18% of the total
student population. (Elbow, 2020)

There are approximately 3,835 Dane County youth
under the age of 18 who have a disability ranging
from cognitive, hearing, vision, ambulatory, and self-
care difficulties (WI Department of Transportation,
2019). In Madison, youth with disabilities are less
likely to complete high school (46.2% completion
rate) compared to their peers without disabilities
(80.7%) (United Way of Dane County, 2013). In
addition, households with at least one disabled
person are more likely to be food insecure and suffer
from social isolation, which can lead to poor mental
health outcomes (Healthy Dane, 2019).

(Briarpatch Youth Services, 2017)

ACCESS BARRIERS:
PHYSICAL SAFETY
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29% 34% 70.8%
of Dane County's

Latinx/Hispanic population
lives in poverty 

(Healthy Dane, 2020)

of Dane County's
Black population
lives in poverty

(Healthy Dane, 2020)

of the lowest income Dane County high school
students report some or all of their employment

money is used to support their family 
(Dane County Youth Assessment, 2018)

Dane County Median Household Income by Race
(Healthy Dane, 2020)

0 20K 40K 60K

Black

Latinx/Hispanic 

White (Non-Hispanic)

Overall $64K

Asian

Other

Two or More

American Indian/Alaska Native

$68K

$60K

$42K

$39K

$30K

$41K

$39K

Latinx/Hispanic Black White

40% 

30% 

20% 

10% 

0% 

Youth Who Report Using Some or All of
Their Income to Support Their Family 

(% of group)

31.6%
35.3%

11.3%

Financial Stress Reasons
(% of all HS students)

16.8%

14.3%

12.2%

Their job income helps
support their family 

They rely on school
meals to eat

Their family skips meals 

(Dane County Youth Assessment, 2018)

WHY IT MATTERS
Overall poverty rates in Dane County are lower in comparison to the Wisconsin state and
national rates. But when poverty rates are adjusted by race, we see that communities of color
are disproportionately affected. In particular, children living in poverty often live in unsafe and
stressful households and environments, have higher blood pressure levels, higher toxic stress
levels, and are more likely to have poor school performance and peer interaction (Community
Needs Assessment, 2020). Living in poverty affects both parental and child stress, as families
in Dane County struggle to make ends meet. Parents spend as much time as they can working,
resulting in limited interaction with their children. Further, as evidenced above, financial
burdens can also fall on youth to supplement their family's income. 

(Dane County Youth Assessment, 2018)

ACCESS BARRIERS:
INCOME
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Dane County Transportation Utilization by Poverty Status (2016)
(Community Needs Assessment, 2020)

0% 20% 40% 60% 80%

Taxi, Motorcycle, Bicycle,
Other 

Public
Transportation 

Car, Truck, Van
(Carpool)

Car, Truck, Van (Alone)
45.6%

76.9%

Below 100% of the Poverty Line Above 150% of the Poverty Line

Walking

8.9%
8.1%

13.1%
3.9%

8.6%
3.1%

20.4%
4.5%

Work from Home 3.2%
4.5%

WHY IT MATTERS
Access to adequate, reliable, and low-cost transportation continues to be a barrier in Dane County
that affects access to grocery stores, employment, and community resources. While some
concentrated areas in downtown Madison have bus service every 5 minutes, many areas only have
service every 30-60 minutes (City of Madison, 2020). Access to public transportation
disproportionately affects low-income households, even though the Madison metro offers low-
income fares. Lower income areas in Dane County are challenged by both limited service lines
available in their neighborhoods and lack of adequate sidewalks, making it unsafe for more
vulnerable populations such as children, seniors, and people with disabilities to safely wait and
board a Metro bus (City of Madison, 2020). In addition, the current metro system often operates at
maximum or near capacity (particularly during peak hours), where many people aren't able to board
and are forced to wait for the next bus, making the public transit system an unreliable means of
transportation for jobs and school (City of Madison, 2020).

MADISON METRO ACCESS

50,000

40%

0.8%

new Madison residents
over the past 20 years 

metro ridership increase
over the past 10 years

annual increased service

$28 the cost of a 31 day 
low-income bus pass 

X3
times higher transfer rates for
Black metro users compared to
White metro users

32
minutes is the average trip duration
for Black metro users (40% longer
than white metro users)

0 metro bus stops with audio
communication support

(City of Madison, 2017) (City of Madison, 2017)

ACCESS BARRIERS:
TRANSPORTATION
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FOOD SECURITY

SAFETY

INCOME

TRANSPORTATION

COVID-19

Providing healthy snacks and meals for all
youth within the MYARTS Center reduces
stigma, increases food security, and supports
healthy cognitive and physical development in
youth.

Establish trauma-informed environments and
policies that support youth's mental and
physical needs, including ACEs and disabilities.
The arts can facilitate key resiliency strengths
through creative expression, confidence, and
peer support, but it is essential for youth to feel
that the MYARTS Center is a safe place that can
support their physical and mental needs.

Making programming free at the MYARTS
Center reduces stigma and increases
participation. In addition, providing paid job
opportunities for underprivileged youth within
the MYARTS Center cultivates leadership,
community, and life skills for the future. 

Create consistent, safe, and reliable modes of
transportation for all ages to and from the
MYARTS Center in addition to the current public
transportation system. 

COVID-19 has exposed and exacerbated the long existing inequities of our communities, with low-
income areas and communities of color being disproportionately affected.  It is important to note
that in addition to 689,534 deaths as of 9/29/2021, COVID-19 has caused a surge in food insecurity,
poor mental and physical health, declining learning achievements, increased unemployment, and
increased isolation (CDC, 2020). Due to COVID-19, it is reasonable to expect and anticipate that the
health outcomes discussed in this assessment are substantially poorer than reported.

SUMMARY:
YOUTH COMMUNITY NEEDS & ACCESS BARRIERS
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Dane County youth need safe,
opportunity-rich environments 
that support equitable opportunities 
for well-being.



Age 11-13
43.4%

Age 14-16
37.7%

Did Not Specify
11.3%

Age 17+
7.5%

Youth focus groups were held in a variety of virtual and on-site settings with COVID-19 safety
protocols and CDC guidelines from February 2021 - March 2021. A total of 53 youth ranging from
ages 11 - 17 were surveyed from 5 community sites: the Warner Park Community & Recreation
Center, the Goodman Community Center      , Odyssey Jr.      , the Lussier Community Education
Center      , and Briarpatch Youth Services     . Discussions involved asset mapping, addressing
access barriers, and youth vocalizing how they envision themselves and their peers moving
throughout the MYARTS Center space. As experts in their communities, youth identified the
different resources needed and challenges surrounding program availability, types of programs
offered, safety, food resources, 
transportation, and opportunities for youth  
leadership and advocacy roles. 

Warner Park 
Community 
& Recreation

Center 

Goodman
Community

Center

Odyssey
Jr.

Lussier
Community
Education

Center

Briarpatch
Youth

Services

     

20 

15 

10 

5 

0 

White/Black

Hispanic/Black

Native American/Black

Black
47.2%

White
17%

Did Not Specify
15.1%

Multiracial
13.2%

Latinx
7.5%

53
Total Youth Focus 
Group Participants

11 - 17
Age Range of Youth Focus 

Group Participants

5
Community 

Organizations

Youth Focus Group Participants by Age Youth Focus Group Participants by Race/Ethnicity 

YOUTH FOCUS GROUPS:
DEMOGRAPHICS

9

18

11

6

9

# of Youth Focus Group Participants by Location 

70%
of youth said
English was their
primary language

Other languages included: 
Mandinka, French, Arabic, German,
Spanish, Korean, and Japanese
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North Side
45.3%East Side

17%

Did Not Specify
15.1%

South Side
13.2% West Side

7.5%

Outside of Dane Co.
1.9%

YOUTH FOCUS GROUPS:
DEMOGRAPHICS CONTINUED

Key
Madison Youth 
Arts Center

Focus Group 
Location

Youth Participant's 
School 

Not Pictured:
Patrick Marsh Middle (Sun Prairie, WI)
Sun Prairie High (Sun Prairie, WI) 
Cardinal Heights Middle (Sun Prairie, WI)
Wetosha Central High (Trevor, WI)
Koshkonong Trails (Cambridge, WI)
Homeschool 

Youth Focus Group Participants by Dane County Zip Code Area 

St. Dennis Catholic Middle School
Sherman Middle School
Black Hawk Middle School
Georgia O'Keeffe Middle School 
Badger Rock Middle School 
Patrick Marsh Middle School
Thomas Jefferson Middle School 
Akira Toki Middle School
Cardinal Heights Middle School
La Follette High School 
Madison East High School 
James Madison Memorial High School 
Sun Prairie High School 
Westosha Central High School 
Koshkonong Trails High School
Milestone Democratic
Monona Grove Charter School
Homeschool  

YOUTH FOCUS GROUP
SCHOOL OF ATTENDANCE
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YOUTH FOCUS GROUPS METHODOLOGY:
GAMIFYING ASSET MAPPING  

Asset mapping is a community-based research methodology that enables participants to identify
existing resources alongside opportunities for change within their communities. In particular,
asset mapping is an important tool for elevating community member voices as experts and
decision-makers and facilitating co-learning and co-sharing of knowledge between participants 
 and researchers (Lazarus et al., 2017).

Youth focus groups were structured beginning with an informal discussion surrounding the
MYARTS Center, followed by a 'gamifying' asset mapping activity, and receiving $10 each as a
thank you for their valuable time, participation, and expertise. The goal of these focus groups was
to prompt youth to share how they envision themselves and their peers getting to the MYARTS
Center and moving throughout the space. Youth participants were given a map of Madison and
visuals of what the space will look like post-construction. The following questions were asked, in
a similar fashion to the adult focus groups held in the fall of 2019: 

The focus group discussion would then shift into the asset mapping activity. Participants were
told that they would work together to solve how to get an 'imagined youth' to the arts center, as
well as think critically about what resources they would need at the arts center. Cards were
randomly drawn from a deck that identified what part of town this youth lived in Madison, what
race or ethnicity they were, what age they were, what their transportation situation was, and a
'wild card'. By 'gamifying' asset mapping, youth were able to engage, think critically, and learn
from each other about difficult and complex topics like social inequities and infrastructures that
are barriers to accessing and participating within the MYARTS Center. The process guided youth
to think creatively and innovatively about how they envision themselves or their peers getting to
and moving about the center, as well as identifying available assets and opportunities for change
within their communities. By 'gamifying' the focus group discussions, youth found it to be a
successful method for vocalizing their own experiences, ideas, and solutions.

Double Sided Sample Document Distributed to All Youth Participants 

Do you currently participate in
arts programming? Such as, in

school or as a hobby?

What kind of arts programming
would you like to see at the

MYARTS Center?

What excites you
about the MYARTS

Center?

Now that you have learned about the
MYARTS Center, what questions or

thoughts come to mind? 
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Scenario #1

Scenario #2

NORTH SIDE
SOUTH SIDE
EAST SIDE
WEST SIDE 

BLACK,  AFRICAN AMERICAN
ASIAN,  PACIFIC ISLANDER
HISPANIC,  LATINX
WHITE,  CAUCASIAN

6 YEARS OLD
9 YEARS OLD
12 YEARS OLD
16 YEARS OLD

USES THE MADISON METRO
PARENT HAS 1 CAR
PARENT HAS 2 CARS
NO BUS LINE IN NEIGHBORHOOD

FOOD RESOURCES
DIFFERENTLY ABLED
TRANSITIONAL HOUSING
SAFETY

YOUTH FOCUS GROUPS METHODOLOGY:
GAMIFYING ASSET MAPPING 

HOW CAN THEY GET TO
THE ARTS CENTER? 

 
WHAT DO THEY NEED

WHEN THEY GET
THERE?

 
 WHAT DO THEY

ALREADY HAVE? 

Youth participants were then given a second sheet (samples below) and a pencil to write down
ideas or take notes. Cards were randomly drawn, and youth began discussing with each other   

Sample Document Distributed to All Youth Participant 

Card Categories and Options,
Randomly Selected and Drawn During Each Focus Group

Sample from a Youth Focus Group Participant 

what possible existing assets or solutions could
get this imagined youth to the arts center and
what resources this youth would need upon
arrival.
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YOUTH FOCUS GROUP RESULTS:
TYPES OF PROGRAMMING

Youth vocalized many different kinds of
programs they wanted at the MYARTS Center
that go beyond the performative arts of
music, theater, and dance.

Performative Arts
Dance Studio,  Bal let ,  Gymnastics 
Theater ,  Drama,  Act ing,  Improv
Playing Instruments,  Drumming 
Music Improvisat ion,  Making Beats 
Singing,  Vocal  Lessons

Fine Arts
Drawing,  Sketching 
Paint ing
Clay,  Pottery
Poetry
Creat ive Writ ing

Visual Arts
Digital  Design
Graphic Design
Video Edit ing
Photography 
Recording Studio

Applied Arts
Fashion Design,  Sewing Machines
Knitt ing
Cul inary Arts ,  Cooking 

Decorative Arts
Legos
Wood
Welding,  Metal  Fabricat ion
Sculpture

NEARLY ALL YOUTH
FOCUS GROUPS

VOCALIZED WANTING A
RECORDING STUDIO,

CULINARY ARTS
PROGRAM, AND A

LIBRARY ROOM TO DO
HOMEWORK AND

VISUAL ARTS
PROJECTS.
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YOUTH FOCUS GROUP RESULTS:
USING THE SPACE

Youth vocalized they envisioned the MYARTS
Center as a place to try new things, build upon
existing skills, and hang out with friends after
school and on weekends. 

When Should Programming Be Offered?
After  School ,  Weekends 

What Types of Classes Should Be Offered? 
Classes You Can Take With Parents ,  Grandparents 
Walk- In/Drop-In Classes or  Workshops
Sign Up Classes  
Field Tr ips
Open House Days 

Age Appropriate Areas 
Areas for  Teens
Areas for  Younger Youth 
Lounges That Have Act iv i t ies ,  Games
Places to Relax,  Unwind
Hang Out with Fr iends  

Skill Levels
A Mix of  Beginner ,  Intermediate ,  Advanced Classes
Beginner:  Trying Something New, Introduction Class
Intermediate/Advanced:  Improve Exist ing Ski l ls  
Career and Professional  Opportunit ies

-Publ ishing,  Recording 

Studios & The Auditorium 
"Open Gym" Rooms
School  Plays,  Graduations
Library or  Quiet  Area

-Doing Homework
-Digital  Design
-Rent Books
-Rent Technology
-Rent Art  Suppl ies  

YOUTH STRESSED THE
NEED TO BOTH WALK-

IN AND FIND 
 PROGRAMMING,

SIGN UP AND
SCHEDULE CLASSES

AHEAD OF TIME, AND
USE THE SPACE EVEN
WHEN NOT TAKING A

CLASS.
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YOUTH FOCUS GROUP RESULTS:
FOOD SECURITY 

100% of youth focus groups and staff
identified the need for providing food at the
MYARTS Center.  

Youth Solutions 
Have a Snack Bar

-Smoothies
-Juice
-Granola Bars
-Protein Bars
-Fruit  and Veggies 
-Food That Makes Us Feel  Good 

Have a Small  Cafe
Have a Food Pantry 
Make the Snacks Free,  or  Provide Tokens  

Youth Asked
Is  There Food?
Can We Get Something to Eat  There?

"SNACKS WOULD BE
GOOD BECAUSE

SOME PEOPLE DON'T
HAVE A LOT TO EAT

AT HOME." 
- GOODMAN CENTER

YOUTH

"IT'S IMPORTANT
FOR MEALS OR
SNACKS TO BE

INCORPORATED
INTO THIS SPACE."

 - GOODMAN CENTER
STAFF 
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YOUTH FOCUS GROUP RESULTS:
SAFETY

Youth vocalized the need for the MYARTS
Center to be safe and inclusive for all youth of
all backgrounds. 

Youth Solutions: Being Around Safe People
Have a Therapist  or  Counselor  On-Site
Have an Accessibi l i ty  Coordinator  On-Site 

-Ramps,  Elevators for  Disabled Youth 
-Support ,  But  Respect  and Space to Explore   

Have Translators on Site ,  Bi l ingual  Staff
-Spanish,  Hmong,  Sign Language,  Brai l le   

Have Youth Advocates 
Make Sure the Staff  is  Diverse  

When asked how the MYARTS Center can be a safe place for youth, youth identified both
physical and mental needs for safety. In particular, youth provided a variety of solutions for
youth who are in transitional housing, youth with disabilities, and LGBTQ+ youth. 

"WELCOME THEM WITH OPEN ARMS...JUST TELL
THEM LIKE, OK, IT'S NO JUDGEMENT HERE. IT'S A

JUDGEMENT FREE ZONE, BUT JUST LIKE, REASSURE
THEM I GUESS, REASSURANCE OF HEY, COME INTO

THIS SPACE, NOBODY'S GONNA HARM YOU. THIS IS A
SPACE THAT YOU CAN BE, SAY WHAT YOU NEED TO
SAY, REPORT WHAT YOU NEED TO REPORT. THIS IS 

 YOUR SPACE, YOU ARE SAFE HERE." 

    -GOODMAN CENTER YOUTH "THERE SHOULD BE A
COUNSELOR OR THERAPIST

TO TALK ABOUT YOUR
PROBLEMS. SOMETIMES

YOU CAN'T SAY AT HOME, 
IF SOMETHING IS WRONG."

-GOODMAN CENTER YOUTH
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YOUTH FOCUS GROUP RESULTS:
SAFETY

Youth Solutions: Safety Frameworks 
Transportat ion Coordinator

-Making Sure You Are Arr iv ing/Leaving Safely
Have a Check-In ,  Check-Out Desk 
Staff  or  Youth to Greet  You,  Guide You  
Have a Nurse Off ice

-Allergic React ions
- Injur ies 

Emergency Contact  Information
Food Resources
Clothing Resources

Youth Solutions: Safety Protocols
Bathroom Inclusivi ty

-Al l  Gender Neutral  Bathrooms
-Sinks in Common Areas
-Feminine Hygiene Products in  Al l  Bathrooms

Gender Inclusivi ty
-Normal ize Using Pronouns 
-Staff  Nametags with Pronouns
-Avoiding Gendered Rooms,  Classes

Anti -Violence,  Ant i -Racism 
-Zero-Tolerance Pol ic ies
-Diverse Staff  Members
-LGBTQ+ Specif ic  Groups & Resources
-Youth of  Color  Specif ic  Groups & Resources

“THERE SHOULD BE A ZERO-TOLERANCE
POLICY FOR THINGS LIKE BULLYING,

HOMOPHOBIA, RACISM, TRANSPHOBIA…I
THINK THERE SHOULD BE VERY STRICT RULES
STATING ESPECIALLY NO SLURS, NO ABLEISM,

NONE OF THAT IF YOU WANT TO MAKE IT AN
INCLUSIVE SPACE.”  

   - BRIARPATCH YOUTH
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YOUTH FOCUS GROUP RESULTS:
TRANSPORTATION

100% of the youth focus groups asked about
transportation and parking barriers to the
MYARTS Center.  

Youth Solutions 
Madison Youth Arts Center  Busses or  Vans

-Have a Transportat ion/Shutt le  Coordinator
-Pick-Up/Drop-Offs at  Schools ,  Community  Centers
-Go to Areas Outside of  Madison 
-Neighborhoods Without Bus Stops

Provide 2-Ride Madison Metro Tickets 
Provide Monthly Bus Passes 
Carpool  System (Family ,  Sibl ings,  Fr iends)
Bike Racks at  the Madison Youth Arts Center

Youth Asked
How Do We Get There?
Is There Parking?
What I f  We Live Far Away? 
Wil l  Transportat ion Be Provided? 

34

"YOU SHOULD HAVE A
SHUTTLE PERSON
WHO MAKES SURE

KIDS ARE GETTING ON
AND OFF SAFELY." -

WARNER PARK YOUTH

"YOU COULD HAVE
KIDS PAINT OR DESIGN
THE BUSSES OR VANS

TOO, SO WHEN
PEOPLE SEE THEM,

THEY WILL WANT TO
GO THERE TOO."
 - WARNER PARK

YOUTH 



YOUTH FOCUS GROUP RESULTS:
INCOME

100% of the youth focus groups asked what it
would cost for them to participate at the
MYARTS Center. 

Youth Solutions 
Classes and Workshops Should Be Free,  Al l  Access

Host Fundraisers to Cover  Costs
Bake Sales
Take Donations 
Have an Arts Store

-Sel l  Art  that  Kids Make in the Center  
-Sel l  Art  Suppl ies or  Kits 
-Sel l  Merchandise that  Kids Design

Free Tr ial  Classes,  then Pay to Sign-Up
Sl iding Fee Scales,  Scholarships
Membership Program
Have Art  Suppl ies for  Kids Who Can't  Afford I t  

Youth Asked
Is  I t  Free?
What Does I t  Cost to Be There?
Do You Have to Pay to Get In?

"IF IT'S NOT FREE, THEN IT KIND OF RUINS
THEIR 'ALL ACCESS'....IF IT'S SUPPOSED TO BE

EQUAL ACCESS, NOT EVERYONE COMES FROM
GOOD SITUATIONS AND IT WOULD BE VERY

HARD FOR PEOPLE TO GET IN. ESPECIALLY IF
THEY WANTED TO GO THERE MORE OFTEN." 

-BRIARPATCH YOUTH  
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YOUTH FOCUS GROUP RESULTS:
WELCOMING ATMOSPHERE 

Collaboration & "Finding Your People"
Connect with Others Who Have Similar  Interests 
Have a Gal lery or  Performance to Showcase Creat iv i ty  
Community Col laborat ion Info Board

-Connect  with Others for  Projects and Ideas

Don't Make It Feel Like School 
Perception That "The Arts"  Means Paint ings in a 
  Museum, Not Interact ive
Perception That I t  Wi l l  Be Like Art  Class in School   
Show Youth that  the Arts Mean Many Things  

"SOME PEOPLE WON'T GO BECAUSE
THEY FEEL THAT IT'S LIKE A SECOND

KIND OF SCHOOL. THEY GO IN, THEY SIT
DOWN, GET LECTURED. IT SHOULD BE

OPEN-MINDED ACTIVITIES WHERE
POEPLE CAN BE THEMSELVES."  

- LUSSIER CENTER YOUTH

Staff Should Be Welcoming, Fun, and Helpful 
Have Fun with Staff
Don't  Boss Us Around 
Trust  in Staff  for  Advice,  Support ,  To Talk To 

Diversity & Celebrating Cultures
Staff ,  Volunteers ,  Art ists Should Be Diverse  
Programming that  Celebrates Different  Cultures
Cultural  Art  or  Programs Year-Round
Monthly Themes or  Ini t iat ives

-Black History Month (Art ists & Artwork)
-Women's History Month (Art ists & Artwork)
-Pr ide Month (Art ists & Artwork)
-Attend Protests and Pr ide Parades 
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YOUTH FOCUS GROUP RESULTS:
YOUTH VOICE & LEADERSHIP

Highlight Youth Art 
Put Youth Art  Up on the Wal ls

-Would Make Youth Feel  Proud
-Would Get  More People to the Center  

Have a Youth Gal lery Open to the Community
Have a Youth Showcase 
Give Youth Opportunit ies to Col laborate with Peers
Have Youth Designed MYARTS Merchandise To Sel l  

“IT WOULD BE GREAT IF ALL DIFFERENT
KINDS OF PEOPLE HAD SPACE TO EXPRESS

THEMSELVES AND FIND MORE PEOPLE WHO
HAVE SIMILAR INTERESTS AND EXPRESS

THEMSELVES IN SIMILAR WAYS. BECAUSE
THEN YOU CAN REALLY BUILD A REALLY

COOL COMMUNITY LIKE THAT.”
 - BRIARPATCH YOUTH 

“SHOW A DIFFERENT
SPECTRUM….IT SHOWS

THAT DIVERSITY IS
COME ONE, COME ALL,
COME AS YOU ARE.” 

- GOODMAN CENTER 
YOUTH 

Youth Voice & Input 
Have Youth Input
Have Youth Decide
Opportunit ies to Agree
Opportunit ies to Disagree

"IT’S NOT LIKE SCHOOL WHERE
WHATEVER THE BOARD SAYS GOES. THIS
IS A PLACE WHERE YOU CAN CHOOSE TO

GO. WHATEVER THE BOARD SAYS, IF
YOUTH DON’T HAVE A VOICE IN IT, THEY

WON’T GO.” 
- LUSSIER CENTER YOUTH
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YOUTH FOCUS GROUP RESULTS:
YOUTH VOICE & LEADERSHIP

Youth Leadership: Volunteering 

Youth Leadership: Internships, Jobs

Youth Leadership: Mentoring

Youth Leadership: Youth Board  

Youth Leadership: 
Youth On Staff  

Volunteer in Classes,  Workshops 
Help out  Art ists ,  Staff  
Good Way for  Kids To Get Involved
A Way To Cut Down on Staff  Costs  
Good for  Col lege Resumes

Intern for  Art ists ,  MYARTS Center  Staff    
Good Way for  Kids To Get Involved
Good for  Col lege Resumes
Paid Internships,  Jobs,  or  Col lege Credit  Opportunit ies 

Opportunity  for  Teens to Mentor Younger Kids
Opportunity  for  Board Members or  Staff  to be Mentors 
Similar  to Big Brothers Big Sisters 
Way to Bui ld Community ,  To Talk ,  Connect  

Opportunity  for  Youth to Decide,  Give Input 
Voice Things We Want and See the Direct  Impacts
Opportunit ies for  Us to Share
Opportunit ies for  Us to Respectful ly  Agree or  Disagree
Could Also Get Input from Surveys,  Suggestion Boxes

"HAVING STUFF THAT
YOUTH ARE DECIDING,
HAVING INPUT OF THE

YOUTH AND
OPPORTUNITIES 

FOR YOUTH CAN BUILD A
LITTLE COMMUNITY.”  

- LUSSIER CENTER YOUTH

Front Desk Greeters
Tour Guides 

“THEY COULD TELL
OTHER KIDS WHAT

THEY LIKE AND SHOW
THEM AROUND."

-BRIARPATCH YOUTH
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YOUTH FOCUS GROUPS:
MAJOR THEMES & PRIORITIES

Safety & Well-Being
Emphasis on safe transportat ion to and from the arts
center ,  need for  snacks and food,  being around safe
people l ike therapists ,  counselors ,  youth advocates

Accessibility of the Space

Emphasis on
incorporat ing youth
voice and
opportunit ies
through a youth
board,  volunteer ing,
mentor ing,
internships,  teaching
assistants ,  and jobs

Emphasis on needing free of
cost programming,  s ign-up and
walk- in classes,  places to
social ize with fr iends,  do
homework and have avai labi l i ty
after  school  and on weekends

Youth Leadership

"WELCOME THEM WITH OPEN ARMS...JUST TELL 

THEM LIKE, OK, IT'S NO JUDGEMENT HERE. IT'S A

JUDGEMENT FREE ZONE, BUT JUST LIKE, REASSURE

THEM I GUESS, REASSURANCE OF HEY, COME INTO THIS

SPACE, NOBODY'S GONNA HARM YOU. THIS IS A SPACE

THAT YOU CAN BE, SAY WHAT YOU NEED TO SAY,

REPORT WHAT YOU NEED TO REPORT. THIS IS 

                          YOUR SPACE, YOU ARE SAFE HERE." 

             -GOODMAN CENTER YOUTH
NEARLY ALL YOUTH

FOCUS GROUPS

VOCALIZED WANTING A

RECORDING STUDIO,

CULINARY ARTS

PROGRAM, AND A

LIBRARY ROOM TO DO

HOMEWORK AND

VISUAL ARTS

PROJECTS.

"HAVING STUFF THAT

YOUTH ARE DECIDING,

HAVING INPUT OF THE

YOUTH AND

OPPORTUNITIES 

FOR YOUTH CAN

BUILD A LITTLE

COMMUNITY.”  

- LUSSIER CENTER

YOUTH
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SUMMARY &
RECOMMENDATIONS

40

FOOD SECURITY

SAFETY &
BELONGING

INCOME

TRANSPORTATION

Providing healthy snacks and food for all youth
within the MYARTS Center reduces social stigma,
increases food security, and supports healthy
cognitive and physical development in youth.

Establish trauma-informed environments,
policies, and MYARTS positions that support
youth mental and physical needs, including
ACEs, LGBTQ+ youth, youth of color, and youth
with disabilities. Additionally, youth identified
the need for counselors, therapists, disability
coordinators, and youth advocates. By centering
youth voices with shared decision-making
powers with MYARTS staff, MYARTS becomes
a safe, welcoming space for youth to be
accepted no matter who they are.  

Making all programming free of cost and have
programming available after school and on
weekends at the MYARTS Center reduces social
stigma and increases equitable participation and
opportunity. Creating paid job or internship
opportunities for youth within the MYARTS Center
cultivates leadership, community, and life skills
for the future. 

Create consistent, safe, and reliable modes of
transportation for all ages to and from the
MYARTS Center. Provide Madison Metro bus
passes, partner with school and community
center transportation systems, and invest in a
fleet of MYARTS vans or busses to minimize
transportation barriers.  

Dane County youth need safe, opportunity-
rich environments that support equitable
opportunities for well-being.

100% of Youth Focus Groups
Identified the Need for Food

Access at the MYARTS Center 

100% of Youth Focus Groups Asked
What It Would Cost to Participate 

at the MYARTS Center 

100% of Youth Focus Groups
Identified the Need for Safe

Transportation to and from the
MYARTS Center

Safety and Belonging are Key
Factors for Youth Resiliency

and Well-Being 



RECOMMENDED ORGANIZATIONAL FRAMEWORK

Current  MYARTS
Posit ions
Youth Recommended 
Posit ions
Other Recommended 
Posit ions

MYARTS
Board of
Directors

MYARTS
Youth Board

Director of
Community

Partnerships

Director of
Faci l i t ies

Public Health
Coordinator

Counselors

Accessibi l i ty
Coordinator

Transportation
Coordinator

Youth 
Advocate

Coordinator

Translators

Establishing a Youth Board with decision-making and voting power alongside the Board of
Directors centers youth voice and allows for more impactful, sustainable programming. Youth
are key stakeholders and it is important to honor, respect, value, and give space to their
expertise. Sharing decision-making power with youth is an action-oriented way to center youth
ownership, advocacy, leadership, and self-expression within the MYARTS Center.  

Mirroring public health's call for cross-sector collaboration - the Public Health Coordinator,
Transportation Coordinator, Accessibility Coordinator, Youth Advocate Coordinator,
Translators, and Counselors - these positions work together to evaluate and maximize how
youth thrive within the MYARTS Center, creating a network of youth support systems to create
safe, opportunity-rich environments and equitable opportunities for well-being and resiliency.
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RECOMMENDED KEY STAKEHOLDERS TO ENGAGE

Community Centers 
Goodman Community Center
Lussier  Community Education Center
Warner Park Community & Recreat ion Center
Kennedy Heights Community Center

Community Organizations

Schools

Briarpatch Youth Services
Odyssey Jr .  
Boys & Gir ls  Club of  Dane County
Centro Hispano
Urban League of  Greater  Madison 
The Hmong Inst i tute
Unidos
Drum Power
Progress Center  for  Black Women
Mt.  Zion Baptist  Church
YWCA, Inc.
The Beacon

Madison Metropol i tan School  Distr ict
Madison School  & Community Recreat ion 
One City  Schools
Lighthouse Christ ian School
Omega School

Youth
Youth Volunteers
Youth Teaching Assistants
Youth Interns,  Staff
Youth Mentors 

Engaging key stakeholders meaningfully (youth,
community centers, community organizations,
and schools) is essential for positive community
impacts and the success of the arts center. 
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RECOMMENDED YOUTH EVALUATION TOOL SAMPLE

This youth evaluation survey focuses on key resiliency targets: being in safe spaces, feeling
welcome, positive self-identity, peer support, trying something new, and identifying a non-
parental adult to trust and ask for help. In addition to youth volunteers, youth mentors, and
youth board members, administering brief surveys is another way to incorporate youth input
continuously for program evaluation. It is recommended that a sample survey below be
available in paper, tablet, and other electronic versions with supplementary audio. For
questions 8 and 9, answers can be written down or recorded verbally, with staff members or
teaching assistants on site. Additionally, it is recommended that this survey be available in
English, Spanish, and Hmong and be administered quarterly or every 6 months. 

1. I  feel  safe at  MYARTS. 
Yes

Unsure or
Sometimes No

2. I  feel  welcome at  MYARTS.
Yes No

Unsure or
Sometimes

3. I  feel  l ike I  can be myself  
at  MYARTS.

Yes No
Unsure or

Sometimes

4. I  have made new fr iends 
at  MYARTS. 

Yes No
Unsure or

Sometimes

Yes No5. I  have tr ied something new 
whi le at  MYARTS. 

Unsure or
Sometimes

Yes No6. There is  someone on the 
MYARTS staff  I  can trust
and ask for  help i f  I  need i t .  

Unsure or
Sometimes

7. What have you used or  done in the MYARTS space? 
Art Class or
Workshop

School Field Trip 

Boys & Girls Club
After School
Program
Saw a Concert or Live
Performance 

Used the Snack Bar

Used the Library

Used the Teen
Lounge

Used MYAC Bus Passes

8. What do you l ike the most about MYARTS? 

9. What do you wish was different  or  changed about
MYARTS? 44



Figure 7. Essential Public Health Services Framework (CDC, 2020a)

THE INTERSECTION OF
ARTS & PUBLIC HEALTH

The public health system
includes (CDC, 2020a): 

Public health agencies
at state and local levels

Healthcare providers

Public safety agencies

Human service 
& charity organizations

Education & youth
development organizations

Recreation and arts
organizations 

Economic and philanthropic
organizations

Environmental agencies and
organizations

The arts provide a unique environment that
addresses Adverse Childhood Experiences
prevention strategies and thus will be a useful
resource for health promotion among youth.
Participating in arts-based programming
encompasses social-emotional learning for
youth of all ages and provides environments for
youth to engage with their peers and other
adults safely. Furthermore, engaging in the arts
facilitates important resiliency skills like self-
agency and problem solving by giving youth the
power of creativity and control.

Arts-based programming in connection to
resiliency is a growing research field with
promising results that can affect the social
determinants of health (Gordon-Nesbitt &
Howarth, 2019). The arts can facilitate
developmental skills like problem solving and
critical thinking, but the arts also instill a higher
sense of self, purpose, and meaning that can
result in better academic performance,
preparation for future employment, and
reduction of the exposure of violence and
substance use. In school or community
settings, arts-based programming can build
resiliency in youth for better health,
developmental, social, and societal outcomes.

45
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The health and well-being of all people and communities is essential to a thriving, equitable
society.
Promoting health and well-being and preventing disease are linked efforts that encompass
physical, mental, and social health dimensions.
Investing to achieve the full potential for health and well-being for all provides valuable
benefits to society.
Achieving health and well-being requires eliminating health disparities, achieving health
equity, and attaining health literacy.
Healthy physical, social, and economic environments strengthen the potential to achieve
health and well-being.
Promoting and achieving health and well-being nationwide is a shared responsibility that is
distributed across the national, state, tribal, and community levels, including the public,
private, and not-for-profit sectors.
Working to attain the full potential for the health and well-being of the population is a
component of decision-making and policy formulation across all sectors.

Attain healthy, thriving lives and well-being free of preventable disease, disability, injury, and
premature death.
Eliminate health disparities, achieve health equity, and attain health literacy to improve the
health and well-being of all.
Create social, physical, and economic environments that promote attaining the full potential
for health and well-being for all.
Promote healthy development, healthy behaviors, and well-being across all life stages.
Engage leadership, key constituents, and the public across multiple sectors to take action and
design policies that improve the health and well-being of all.

Healthy People is a nationwide health initiative intended to "promote, strengthen, and evaluate
efforts to improve the health and well-being of all people" (US Department of Health and Human
Services, 2021).

Foundational Principles (US Department of Health and Human Services, 2021):

Overarching Goals (US Department of Health and Human Services, 2021):

There is an overwhelming need in Dane County, Wisconsin to provide safe, opportunity-rich
environments that support youth well-being. In line with Healthy People 2030, the MYARTS Center
has the opportunity to contribute to youth development and well-being by providing healthy
physical, mental, social, and economical environments. Acknowledging and engaging youth as
key stakeholders, collaborators, consultants, partners, and leaders with decision-making powers
creates more impactful and sustainable programming. Youth-designed environments
(environments designed by youth or in meaningful partnerships with adults) lead to healthier
youth development outcomes, as well as establishes the MYARTS Center as a vital resource for
youth in the Dane County area. 

HEALTHY PEOPLE 2030

Promoting and achieving health and well-being
nationwide is a shared responsibility that is
distributed across the national, state, tribal, and
community levels, including the public, private,
and not-for-profit sectors.

Youth-designed environments lead to healthier
youth development outcomes.  
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